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Tokyo Trick Art Museum
"Trickster Paintings"

by Shadowgate

+81 3 3599 5191

Located on the 4th floor of DECKS Tokyo Beach, the Tokyo Trick Art
Museum lures you in with funky displays and entrancing 3D artworks.
There are many interesting paintings. These paintings will trick your sense
of sight; it seems like you are climbing into them. Taking pictures is a
good way to share that feeling with your friends and family. This museum
also has a goods store, where you can buy many strange and funny items.
www.trickart.info/english/i
ndex.html

infomail@trickart.info

1-6-1 Daiba, Minato City,
Decks Tokyo Beach 4th Floor,
Tokyo

Gundam Base Tokyo
"Immerse Yourself in the Gundam World"

by lemuelinchrist

+81 3 6426 0780

Located on the seventh floor of the Diver City Tokyo Plaza, the Gundam
Base Tokyo is where you can enjoy the Gundam (popular Japanese robot
animation) world thorough many attractions, toys and exhibits. Avid fans
of the popular franchise can attend workshops where they can work on
creating their own Gunpla (model kits pertaining to the mobile suits) or
they can traipse through the section which displays an array of Gunpla,
the oldest one dating back to 1980. At the goods store, you can shop for
exclusive goods.
www.gundam-base.net/

1-10 Aomi, Koto City, Diver City Tokyo
Plaza 7F, Tokyo

Meguro Parasitological Museum
"Parasitical Exhibits"

by marahami

+81 3 3716 1264

Medical scientists avail themselves of this research facility to continue the
experiments of Satoru Kamegai, the facility's founder. On the first floor the
visitor can view uncommon infectious bugs while the second floor is
dedicated to parasites. Noteworthy specimens are displayed on panels,
e.g. tapeworms whose length can reach many meters. Information on
parasites related to malaria is another attraction. This is certainly the
place to explore any thoughts you may have had about the effects of a
parasite invasion on your own body!
www.kiseichu.org/e-top

4-1-1 Shimo-Meguro, Meguro-ku, Tokyo
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